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Connect the battery pack 

Connect 16 modules as the way of following picture specified. 

After the connection, the B1+ will be the positive pole of the whole 48V system. The 

B16- will be the negative pole of the whole 48V system. 
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Connection way, please check picture 1 and 2. 

 

 
 

Picture 1 

 

 
 

Picture 2 
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The following picture 3, connection finished.  

 

Picture 3 
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Connect the BMS 

Picture 4 has shown the BMS box details, push the button so it can be opened. 

Picture 5 and picture 6 is the left and right side of BMS box. 

 

Picture 4 

 

Picture 5 

 

Connect the 

B1+ of whole 

battery pack 

Temperature sensor，

connect the EC 

connector of the pack. 

Power supply 

for BMS 

BMS 

screen 

Volt detecting wires 

of the BMS 
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Picture 6 

Connecting BMS wires to the battery pack 

BMS volt detecting wires should be connected to the battery packs. Here are some 

small wires from the pack for the connection. As picture 7 specified, the B1- wire 

from BMS should be connected to the B1- of battery pack with 2.0mm connector. 

(To avoid occasional drop, we can use the heat-shrink film tube for the fixment.) 

 

Picture 7 

Red Anderson connector 

SAE175B2-H, for the 

discharge port 

Black Anderson 

connector (PA180B0-H) 

to the B16- 

Blue Anderson connector 

SAE175B6-H, the charge 

port 

Black Anderson connector 

(PA180B0-H) to the B16-  
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BMS temperature sensor wires should be connected to the blue EC connector from 

the battery pack, as picture 8 specified. (Blue to blue, red to red. Covered with 

heat-shrink film tube and shrink them for the enhancement. ) 

 

Picture 8 

We use 12V 5A charger to power the BMS. Charger has the AC input of 90~240V 

and output DC 12V 5A. The output port of charger is an EC3 connector and should 

be connected to an EC3 connector from the BMS.  

 

Picture 9 
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Left side of BMS: 2 sets of black Anderson connectors (PA180B0-H) should be 

connected with 2 sets of black Anderson connectors from the B16- of battery pack 

(The B16- is the negative pole of the whole 48V system).  

Right side of BMS: 1 set of red Anderson connector PA180B2-H (the B1+ of BMS) 

should be connected to the B1+ of battery pack (The red Anderson connector of 

PA180B2-H). See picture 10. 

 

Picture 10 

Till now, the entire system has been successfully installed. The Red Anderson 

connector PA180B2-H which from the left side of BMS, is the discharge port of the 

entire system. The Blue Anderson connector PA180B0-H is the charge port of the 

entire system. The positive ports are different: For the charging circuit it should be 

used as wire marked as "Charge+" from the left side of BMS, for the discharging 

circuit it should be used as wire marked as "Discharge+" from the left side of BMS. 
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While for both discharge and charge circuit the B16- port can be used as same of 

negative pole of entire 48V system.  

 

How to fix the small connectors with heat-shrink film tubes. 

Cover the small connectors with the heat-shrink film tubes. 

 

 

\

The 7cm length, 

Ф6mm heat 

shrink film tube. 

Fully cover two 

connectors 
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Use the heat 

wind gun to 

shrink 

Shrink finished, 

Connection is very 

reliable and no drop. 


